**Skills list within each margin show which skill(s) the strategy supports.**

**A Strategy is a step-by-step how-to that can be used in any instructional format and in any subject. It's important that you give children a how-to to scaffold their practice until they develop automatically.**

**Prompts** can be used when supporting students' practice through feedback and coaching. Prompts help the strategy go from something you tell or demonstrate to something you guide students to do. Prompts, especially those in the comprehension chapters, are great to use as turn-and-talk or stop-and-jot prompts for interactive read-aloud lessons.

**Teaching Tips** are small bits of advice—about text types to use, modifications to consider, extensions to try, background knowledge, and so on—for teachers to keep in mind when planning.

**Research Links** offer empirical support for the strategy. In most cases, the link offers direct support for the strategy, other times for the skill, and occasionally a bit of related information that will be helpful to know when teaching the strategy.

**Visuals** are included for all lessons. Although most are examples of class or individual anchor charts, you may also see a tool such as a personalized strategy card or bookmark, student writing, or even photographs of students in action with the strategy.